In this paper two problems connected with solvability of linear systems In linear spaces are presented. For equations of first order described by right invertible operators the problem of general solution is considered. For linear systems of first order (equations described by right invertible operators with initial operators!) ; an initial value problems is considered. The paper consists of two parts. In the first part linear systems defined on whole domains of right invertible operators are examined. In the second part general oases are examined, when linear systems are defined only on proper linear subset of domain of right invertible operators. For both kinds of linear systems the neoessary and sufficient conditions of initial value problems being well-posed are proved. Some examples illustrate the obtained results. 
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The operator whioh is right invsrtible as well as left invertible is invertible.
The following theorem is useful in a research of the invertibility of operators. Theorem 1.1. (cf. [7] ). In general, tha operator F need not be well defined on the whole space Xj it is sufficient that dom Dcdoo Pel,
The 0 r e m 1.4. Let De fl(X-^-Y) and let F be an initial operator corresponding to right inverse R of D, then sets RQ and F D have the following format
Proof. 1. An initial value problem (l)-(2) for the operator D-A is to find all solutions of the equation (1) satisfying the initial oondition (2) Fx " x Q .
II. An initial value problem (l)- (2) is said to be well--posed, if this problem has a unique solution for ever; pair (y,x 0 ) e (D -A) dom D H dom A x ker D.
III. An initial value problem (1)- (2) is said to be ill-posed, if there exists at least one pair (y,x 0 )e G (D -A) dom DOdom A x ker D such that the problem (D-(2) either has no solution or has more then one solution. Remark 1.1. A well-posed homogeneous initial value problem has only zero as a solution.
Let us take into oonsideration the oase when A = 0 (of. [3] )» The general solution of the equation
where je Y has the following form (4) {x = Ry + z : z e ker d} and is independent of the choice of the right inverse ReR^. The initial value problem (3)- (2) is well-posed. For eaoh pair (y,x Q )e Y *ker D there exists a unique solution being of the following formt x « Ry + x 0 , where R is right inverse corresponding to F.
Linear systems defined on whole domains of right lnvertible operators
In this seotion we given by 3i e ker D y + As e (I -AR) Y. Before proving this theorem we will establish the following lemma (of. [3] )» which we shall need. Q.E.D.
The following examples show that existenoe of some constant z e ker D satisfying the condition 2 or 3 in Theorem 2.1 does not imply that for any constants from ker D these conditions are fulfilled. By arbitrariness of right inverses R^ and Rg we obtain the thesis. On the other hand, sinoe ker R « {0} and y e Y = dom R, we obtain
Finally, we established that any solution of one of systems I, II or III is also an solution of other systems. Q.B.D. The general solution is independent of the choioe of right a inverses R A , R and R.
Proof.
Sinoe y e(D -A) dom D, the equation (5) Since ker (I -RA) = {xeXi {*n}a.i» x1 = x3 = C, C e {o) the initial value problem (5)-(6) for the suoh defined operator D -A is ill-posed. Let us notioe that ker Dc(I-RA) dom 0. Hence by Theorem 2.5 for eaoh (y,x0)e X *ker D many of solutions exist. The operator I -4-R maps the space X on X. The operator I -y R1 maps the spaoe X into X| -the image of this operator can be determined by Fredholm Alternative.
Linear systems defined on proper subsets of domains of right invertible operators
In this seation we shall consider more general systems than cases described in the seotion 2. Now we are interested in the problem of solvability of the following linear systems -1057 -
Proof.
In the first step we vill prove that for eaoh pair (y, 
